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Abstract 

We present a new instrumentation "Wave Particle 
Interaction Analyzer (WPIA)" for measurement of 
the energy transfer process between energetic 
electrons and plasma waves in the magnetosphere. 
The WPIA measures a relative phase angle between 
the wave electric field vector (E) and velocity vector 
(v) of each particle and computes an inner product (E 
dot v), which is equivalent to the variation of the 
kinetic energy of energetic electrons interacting with 
plasma waves. The WPIA will be firstly realized by 
the Software-type WPIA in the ERG satellite mission 
to measure interactions between energetic electrons 
and whistler-mode chorus in the Earth's inner 
magnetosphere. We also present feasibilities of 
SWPIA in planetary magnetospheres. 

1. Introduction 
In the collision-less magnetospheric plasma, energy 
exchange or momentum transfer among plasma 
particles is achieved through the electromagnetic 
fields. A typical example is wave-particle 
interactions between energetic electrons and whistler-
mode chorus emissions, occurring in the equatorial 
region of the Earth's inner magnetosphere. By 
referring to the velocity distribution of energetic 
electrons and frequency spectra of whistler-mode 
waves individually measured in situ by a satellite 
orbiting in the magnetosphere, we have discussed 
evolution of the velocity distribution with the 
observed wave spectra. However, it has been difficult 
to directly measure the wave-particle interactions, 
because the time resolution of conventional plasma 
instruments is not enough to resolve the wave period 
of plasma waves in the inner magnetosphere. So as to 
overcome the difficulty of the direct measurement of 
wave-particle interactions, we have proposed a new 
instrumentation "Wave-Particle Interaction Analyzer 

(WPIA)" [1-3]. The WPIA measures a relative phase 
angle between the wave electromagnetic field vector 
(E or B) and velocity vector (v) of each electron and 
computes physical quantities such as an inner product 
between E and v, which is the time variation of the 
kinetic energy of energetic electrons interacting with 
plasma waves. 

2. Software-type WPIA 
The WPIA will be firstly realized by the Software-
type WPIA (SWPIA) to be installed in the upcoming 
JAXA satellite mission ERG (Exploration of 
energization and Radiation in Geospace; [4]) as a 
software function running on the onboard CPU of the 
satellite. The prime target of SWPIA on board ERG 
is direct measurement of nonlinear wave-particle 
interactions between energetic electrons and whistler-
mode chorus, which play important roles in the 
acceleration process of radiation belt electrons in the 
inner magnetosphere. The feasibility of SWPIA has 
been demonstrated by quasi-measurements in the 
numerical experiments reproducing chorus 
generation process [2-3]. 

3. Feasibility of SWPIA for 
measurements in planetary 
magnetospheres 

One of the significant points of SWPIA is its 
feasibility in reducing telemetry data size transferred 
from spacecraft to the ground. If SWPIA works 
perfectly and enables us to identify the energy 
transfer process between waves and particles on 
board, we can only transfer accumulated physical 
quantities by SWPIA to the ground, without sending 
huge amount of observed waveform and plasma 
particle data used in the onboard computation. This is 
a strong advantage of SWPIA for measurements in 
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planetary magnetospheres, where we often suffer the 
limitation of the amount of telemetry from spacecraft 
to the ground. 

4. Summary 
In the present study, we demonstrate the feasibility of 
the WPIA for direct measurement of wave-particle 
interactions in the magnetosphere. We show the 
results of quasi-measurements of SWPIA in the 
simulation results of the chorus generation process. 
By a relative phase angle between E (or B) and v of 
each electron, we can also study the distribution of 
energetic electrons in the wave phase space, which is 
essential for discussion of both chorus generation and 
relativistic electron acceleration processes. In 
addition to the computation of an inner product 
between E and v, we will conduct various analyses of 
wave-particle interactions by the SWPIA on board 
the ERG satellite. 
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